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1 SUMMARY

Given a sparse matrix held in a compressed column oriented format, this subroutine generates the transpose of
the matrix, holding it in compressed column format, with the row indices for each column held in order. It can also be
viewed as a conversion between a column oriented scheme and a row oriented one. This subroutine differs from MC46
inasmuch as it preserves the input data and should be faster, particularly on vector machines. However, it does require
storage for both the matrix and its transpose. Note that no data checking is performed by this routine.

ATTRIBUTES — Version: 1.0.0. Types: Real (single, double). Remark: No data checking is performed by this
routine. Language: Fortran 77. Original date: October 1995. Origin: I.S. Duff, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory.

2 HOW TO USE THE PACKAGE

2.1 The argument list

From the data structure of a matrix in a compressed column oriented format, the subroutine generates the data
structure of its transpose. It is only applicable for assembled matrices.

The single precision version

CALL MC38A(M,N,NE,COLPTR,ROWIND,YESA,VALUES,TCOLP,TROW,TVAL)

The double precision version

CALL MC38AD(M,N,NE,COLPTR,ROWIND,YESA,VALUES,TCOLP,TROW,TVAL)

M is an INTEGER variable that must be set by the user to the number of rows of the matrix. This argument is not
altered by the routine.

N is an INTEGER variable that must be set by the user to the number of columns of the matrix. This argument is
not altered by the routine.

NE is an INTEGER variable that must be set by the user to the number of entries in the matrix. This argument is not
altered by the routine.

COLPTR is an INTEGER array of size N+1 that must be set by the user so that COLPTR(J) is the position in array
ROWIND of the first entry in column J, J=1, ..., N. COLPTR(N+1)–1 is the position of the last entry in column N.
This argument is not altered by the routine.

ROWIND is an INTEGER array of size NE that must be set by the user to hold the row indices of the entries held by
columns. This argument is not altered by the routine.

YESA is a LOGICAL variable that must be set by the user. If YESA is .FALSE., the real arrays are not accessed. This
argument is not altered by the routine.

VALUES is a REAL (DOUBLE PRECISION in the D version) array of size NE that must be set by the user to the values of
the entries. This array is not accessed if YESA is .FALSE.. This argument is not altered by the routine.

TCOLP is an INTEGER array of size M+1 that will be set so that TCOLP(I) is the position in array TROW of the first
entry in column J of the transpose, J=1, ...,M and TCOLP(M+1)–1 is the position of the last entry in column M.

TROW is an INTEGER array of size NE that will be set to the row indices of the transpose matrix held by columns. For
each column, the row indices will be in order.

TVAL is a REAL (DOUBLE PRECISION in the D version) that will be set to the values of the entries of the transpose
matrix (ordered by columns). This array is not accessed if YESA is .FALSE..
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3 GENERAL INFORMATION

Workspace: None.

Use of common: None.

Other routines called directly: None.

Input/output: None.

4 METHOD

The code generates the structure of the transpose without using any work arrays. Counts of the number in entries in
each row are calculated and used to set up pointers to the positions in arrays TROW and TVAL after each row of the
matrix (column of the transpose). The input matrix is scanned by columns, the appropriate pointer decremented and
the entry is placed in its correct position in TROW and TVAL. The columns of the matrix are scanned in reverse order so
that the row indices for each column of the transposed matrix will be in order. After the scan, the pointers will be left
pointing to the first entry in each column of the transpose.

5 EXAMPLES OF USE

We illustrate the use of the subroutine by a small program that reads the matrix:

1.0 1.3
2.1 2.0 2.4A = ,3.0

4.0
generates its transpose, and prints the data structure of this transpose.

PROGRAM TRANSPOSE

C Maximum size for arrays
INTEGER NMAX,NZMAX
PARAMETER (NMAX=100, NZMAX=400)

C Scalars
INTEGER N,NE,I
LOGICAL YESA

C Input matrix
INTEGER COLPTR(NMAX+1), ROWIND(NZMAX)
DOUBLE PRECISION VALUES(NZMAX)

C Transpose matrix
INTEGER TCOLP(NMAX+1), TROW(NZMAX)
DOUBLE PRECISION TVAL(NZMAX)

C Read in matrix
READ(5,*) N,NE
READ(5,*) (COLPTR(I),I=1,N+1)
READ(5,*) (ROWIND(I),I=1,NE)
READ(5,*) (VALUES(I),I=1,NE)

C Check arrays are big enough
IF (N.GT.NMAX .OR. NE.GT.NZMAX) THEN
WRITE(6,*) 'Arrays not large enough for matrix'
GO TO 100

ENDIF

C Call transpose routine
YESA = .TRUE.
CALL MC38AD(N,N,NE,COLPTR,ROWIND,YESA,VALUES,TCOLP,TROW,TVAL)
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C Print out transpose matrix
WRITE(6,'(A/(10I6))') 'Column pointer array:',(TCOLP(I),I=1,N+1)
WRITE(6,'(A/(10I6))') 'Row index array:',(TROW(I),I=1,NE)
WRITE(6,'(A/(10F6.1))') 'Real values:',(TVAL(I),I=1,NE)

100 STOP

END
The input data is:

4 7
1 3 4 6 8
1 2 2 1 3 2 4
1.0 2.1 2.0 1.3 3.0 2.4 4.0

The output is:

Column pointer array:
1 3 6 7 8

Row index array:
1 3 1 2 4 3 4

Real values:
1.0 1.3 2.1 2.0 2.4 3.0 4.0
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